
Transform data into action
Leverage Generative AI insights to negotiate better terms,
optimize contract structures, and align legal strategies with
broader business objectives. 

AI-Powered Contracts
Minimize risk and ensure compliance
Leverage advanced algorithms to systematically analyze
agreements, flag potential compliance issues, and ensure
adherence to legal standards. 

Tailor-made for your contracting operations,
Malbek AI seamlessly handles complex CLM
use cases properly suited for Generative AI
within a secure, multi-LLM stack. Beyond
decoding legal language, it empowers you
to foresee challenges and gain unparalleled
insights, elevating compliance, streamlining
processes, and boosting productivity.

Malbek AI isn't just a tool, it's a strategic
partner propelling your legal endeavors into
the future.

Increase efficiency adding resource capacity
Automate repetitive processes, such as document review and
data extraction. Do more with Bek, your Legal Copilot to free up
valuable human resources and focus on strategic initiatives.

Malbek AI

Success achieved with Malbek AI
Efficiency with Bek,
the Legal Copilot10x Measurable

productivity gains93% Reduction in
cycle times70%

DATA SHEET



Data Security & Privacy

EXTRACTION & ANALYSIS: In seconds,
automatically extract key terms and clauses
from legal documents to identify non-
standard terms, renewals, milestones, and
more.

BEK, THE LEGAL COPILOT: Interact with our
advanced AI chatbot, Bek. Collaborate with
Bek and communicate your objectives
through voice commands or by typing. Get
guided, click-free actions to efficiently achieve
your goals.

CONTEXTUAL GUIDANCE: Transform complex
legal language into clear, understandable text.
Generate concise summaries of lengthy legal
documents to improve overall business
outcomes.

THIRD-PARTY PAPER REVIEW: Simplify third-
party document reviews against reference
playbooks.

CUSTOM TRAINING: Tailor AI to extract your
business or industry specific terms and
clauses.
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Features

Malbek AI harnesses proprietary, multi-layered AI algorithms and
models, including our custom Legal BERT Transformer Model,
CRF, Word Embeddings, and Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). 

Our Generative AI services, powered by Large Language Models
(LLM), are hosted by industry giants like Microsoft and AWS. 

Malbek AI offers advanced functionality in two key ways: through our  
own Malbek AI Engine and through external, Generative AI engines.
Your prompts, results, and data are never used to improve or train
LLM models, nor are they shared with other customers or providers.

Malbek AI allows us to take our contracting process to the next level by
providing a visual workflow to users. It is interactive, and the helpful hints make
Malbek a fun system for daily work.

— LaToya G.

PLAYBOOK CREATION & GUARDRAILS:
Ensure compliance with policies and legal
standards to quickly identify balanced and
non-balanced terms. Upload any document
and automatically create playbook guardrails
to meet evolving business demands.

EFFICIENT SEARCH: Identify key provisions
from your contract repository without any
manual data entry or tagging. Eliminate the
need for extensive document searches,
enabling precise and quick location of any
provision in the repository. 

ADVANCED BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE: Get
contextual insights and actionable
recommendations, leveraging contract data
to drive strategic business outcomes.

PROACTIVE SUPPORT & RISK
MANAGEMENT: Facilitate smooth
collaboration during document review and
proactively identify legal risks. Receive
recommendations to ensure compliance and
mitigate potential issues.


